. Abstract-We present advances in microwave and RF device modeling exploiting Space Mapping (SM) technology. We propose new SM modeling formulations utilizing input mappings, output mappings, frequency scaling and quadratic approximations. Our aim is to enhance circuit models for statistical analysis and yield-driven design. We illustrate our results using a capacitively-loaded two-section impedance transformer, a single-resonator waveguide filter and a six-section H-plane waveguide filter.
II. THE MODELS
Let R f : X f → R m and R c : X c → R m denote the fine and coarse model response vectors, where X f ⊆R n and X c ⊆R n are design variable domains of the fine and coarse models, respectively. For example, R f (x) and R c (x) may represent the magnitude of a transfer function at m chosen frequencies.
We denote by X R ⊆X f the region of interest in which we want enhanced matching between the surrogate and the fine model. We assume that X R is an n-dimensional interval in R The number of fine model evaluations used to construct a surrogate should be small since we assume that each evaluation is expensive. But, we have to account for dimension of the design variable space. We use the set of evaluation points (also called the base set) denoted by X B , to consist of 2n+1 points, where n=dim(X f ). We have
where x 0 is the reference point, and
( 1)
where
T is a unit vector with 1 at kth position; δ k is the size of the region X R along the kth axis. This distribution of base points is called the star distribution [4] . Our basic SM-based surrogate model R s1 : X f → R m is defined as 
R s2 augments the output SM concept [7] to R s1 . R s3 : X f → R m is a variation of R s2 and is defined as 
with matrices A , B , and c obtained by (7) .
, is a function that approximates the residuals between the fine model responses and the R s2 model responses using the maximally flat quadratic approximation [8] set up using the residuals at all base points x 0 , x 1 ,…, x 2n . Model R s4 , is an enhancement of R s2 , which is defined as in (6) , but the coarse model is evaluated at a different frequency than the fine model by using the transformation:
is obtained together with matrices A , B and c using a parameter extraction process similar to (7) .
The last model we consider (or, rather, a family of models) is R s5.l which consists of l separate R s2 models defined on disjoint frequency sub-bands and considered as a one model. We assume a uniform division of the frequency band. In particular, if R s2.i is the R s2 type model defined for the partial fine model response .
.
III. EXAMPLES
The models are constructed using 2n+1 base points (n is the number of design variables) as described in Section II. For each example, we perform statistical analysis of the model error using the set of test points randomly chosen in the region of interest (with uniform distribution). The error is measured as an l 2 norm of the difference between the fine and the surrogate model responses.
A. Single Resonator Filter [9] We consider two different sizes of the region of interest: 3% and 10% deviation from x 0 (i.e., δ=0.03x 0 , and δ=0.1x B. Capacitively-loaded 10:1 Impedance Transformer [10] We consider an ideal two-section transmission line (TL) "coarse" model, and a capacitively-loaded TL "fine" model with capacitors C 1 =C 2 =C 3 =10pF. See As before we consider two sizes of the region of interest, namely, 3% and 10% deviation from x 0 . Table II shows the statistical analysis of the modeling error for 100 random test points. Figs. 6-8 show error plots for the coarse model R c , the model R s1 and the model R s2 , respectively, for a 10% region. [11] , [12] We use a waveguide of width 1.372 inches (34.85mm). The six waveguide sections are separated by seven H-plane septa, which have a finite thickness of 0.0245 inches (0.6223 mm). Design parameters are the waveguide section lengths L 1 , L 2 and L 3 and the septa widths W 1 , W 2 , W 3 and W 4 (Fig. 9) T mm. We use 51 points from 5.0GHz ≤ ω ≤ 10.0GHz.
C. Six-Section H-Plane Waveguide Filter
The fine model is simulated using MEFiSTo [6] in a 2D mode with 0.6223mm×0.6223mm mesh size utilizing the rubber cell feature to perform interpolation for the off-grid points. The Matlab coarse model has lumped inductances and dispersive transmission line sections. We simplify formulas due to Marcuvitz for the inductive susceptances corresponding to the H-plane septa. They are connected to the transmission line sections by circuit theory. Fig. 9 . The six-section H-plane waveguide filter [11] , [12] .
As before we consider two sizes of the region of interest, namely, 3% and 10% deviation from x 0 . Table III shows the statistical analysis of the modeling error for 100 random test points. Figs. 10 and 11 show error plots for the models R c and R s2 , respectively, for a 10% region. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A family of SM-based surrogate models for statistical analysis and yield-driven design is presented and verified. Our experiments show that our enhanced surrogate models using output SM combined with other techniques perform better than the basic SM model employing the original SM by itself.
Besides the already known fact that SM-based surrogates provide good accuracy even for a small amount of fine model data, our results show that the new surrogates R s2 , . . . , R s5 perform better than R s1 (and, of course, better than the given coarse model R c ). In some cases, quadratic approximations and multiple modeling on frequency sub-bands give further improvement. Lack of improvement in other cases suggests that to improve accuracy we should employ additional fine model information or simply improve the coarse model.
In future, we will develop SM-based surrogate models by combining well-selected and properly utilized additional fine model data with more advanced approximation/interpolation techniques. This should lead to better surrogate models, i.e., ones that allow us to further decrease the modeling error.
